SABER SPIRIT CLUB
Monday, January 14, 2013
FHS Library, 6:30pm

Attendees
Juli Stefanczyk, Jan Coenen, Lisa Hansing, Jodi Wenzel, Kathy Mauer, Diana
Fredrickson, Mary Burns, Cindy Minshall, Kristin Dukatz, Susan Fernandes, Mary Kay
Carr, Ellen Myers, Noreen Carballa, Lena Patton, Karla White and Rochelle Teska

Minutes
SCRIP
-$337 so far on the 2 SCRIP sales.
Goal Ideas discussed-rugs for other side of gym, talk to Sara re: school needs, donate to new
marquis to help with added expense.
Proposed opportunities for selling-Freshman night 2/4 and 2/6, Spring Sports Meeting ; agreed to
take a chunk of money to buy SCRIP cards for purchase at the door. Lisa will look into it.
Shelves were purchased for the Saber Den. 3 sets of 5- tier shelves were purchased from
Menards.
Winterlude 2/16-‘Black Light Theme’
-No live music, profits go to the Sophomore class to provide a deposit for their prom venue
-Tickets $10 each
-question raised about donating soda? And whether we have previous black light decorations?
Teacher Appreciation Luncheon 1/25
-Lisa Pelkey coordinating
-Toscana’s providing meal, and volunteers are bringing desserts
Calendar Raffle
-In 2012 we raised approximately $12,500 and in 2013-$9,700. Feeling that making less is due
to large coach turnover.
-Plan is to talk with Sara re: emphasizing to coaches to get a parent liason within their team to
help promote this raffle.
-We also will try to get the Coaches Meeting on our calendars, to have a representative at it.
-Calendar raffle to be available for Forms and Fees
-Need to ask Sara about coaches feedback. Do they like it? How is it being promoted?
Directory
-Moving to an electronic version for the next school year to be a PDF that can be emailed.
-Highest membership this year.
-at Freshman meeting-representative to explain that they get a directory with membership
Robotics “Recycling Event” 5/18
-turned over to Robotics, and they are in charge of event again this year.
Saber Den
-open during and located near concessions, feedback positive
-not enough volunteers to work as many opportunities to be open as there are.
-want to be open on Incoming Freshmen Nights 2/4 and 2/6 to also hand out beads, and for Spirit
Week 2/11.
-suggestions taken for opening during bigger nights, such as parent/youth night or big games like
OC game on 1/25.
-December saw an increase in sales for holidays. Appreciate all who volunteer!!!
Prom Preview, Prom and Post Prom

Prom Preview 3/12
-Mandatory practices 2/4, 2/11, 2/18, 2/25, and ¾ from 7-10pm in the Green Room
-Dress rehearsal 3/11 from 5-10. Jan C. to supervise
-Sign up is Monday after exam week. Open for 26 Junior couples
-2012-about 300 attend. Raised $1719, used for decorations.
-need to get vendors and donations
-need to invite choreographer
-Jan C. will take care of facilities forms.
Prom 4/20-Italian Community Center
‘Disney’ Theme
Post Prom 4/20-4/21-Showtime Cinema
-parent ratio for 1 per 6 students…kids are exhausted, so works well
-2 movies, photo booth, and raffle prizes
-Carla handed over Post Prom planning book to Diane F. , and is booking venue, Showtime
Cinema.
-costs about $1600 for soda, popcorn, 2 movies, and brought in pizza, subs, and doughnuts.

